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Abstract
An Interest Management (IM) mechanism eliminates irrelevant status updates transmitted in Networked Virtual Environments (NVE). However, IM
itself involves both computation and communication
overhead, of which the latter is the focus of this
paper. Traditionally, there are area-based and cellbased IM mechanisms. This paper proposes a hybrid
IM mechanism for peer-to-peer NVEs, that utilizes
the cell-based mechanism to reduce Area-Of-Interest
(AOI) updates in the area-based mechanism so as to
reduce its communication overhead. To compare the
new mechanism with the two traditional approaches,
a multiplayer game scenario is simulated. The performance results show that, compared to the traditional
mechanisms, the hybrid mechanism reduces the upload
bandwidth consumption by more than 25.28 percent,
reduces the overhead ratio from more than 67.54
percent to only 25.17 percent, and allows more than
5000 players in the Internet to join the same game
with today’s network upload bandwidth.

1.
. Introduction
A Networked Virtual Environment (NVE) comprises a set of interconnected nodes that cooperatively simulate the behavior of various entities in a
shared virtual environment [39], [46]. It originated
with military simulators in 80’s [30] and had since
evolved to various networked game genres, such as
First Person Shooter (FPS) games like Counter Strike,
Real-Time-Strategy (RTS) games like Warcraft, and
today’s popular Massively Multiplayer Online Games

(MMOG) like World of Warcraft. The special entertaining value of interacting with thousands of people
in the same NVE makes the revenue of the computer
game business twice that of movies [48], [7].
Traditional NVEs follow a client-server architecture [45], [11], [49], [1] in which one or multiple
servers are responsible for both maintaining and disseminating entity status updates to other entities as
well as account management and player authentication. Though the client-server architecture is good at
cheating prevention [8], [5], it creates both computation and communication bottlenecks at the server
site. This problem can be alleviated by using server
clusters or Grid resources [38], [24], [37]. However,
another drawback of the client-server architecture is
the multi-hop latency and it is inevitable. Each status
update of an entity needs to be calculated by the
server and then relayed to all entities (including the
sending entity for cheating prevention). As latency
causes inconsistency between entities’ views of other
entities, NVE interaction and user satisfaction will be
significantly degraded if latency is long [6], [26]. For
FPS games, latency greater than 200ms is generally
unacceptable [6] and Donnybrook uses 150ms as its
latency deadline [7]. From the economic aspect, the
client-server architecture needs high server maintenance cost and the cost is proportional to the NVE
complexity. This may prevent small game publishers
from entering the market, which is not healthy for the
development of the game industry.
Recently, many Peer-to-Peer (P2P) NVEs
emerge [25], [10], [21], [29], [7]. In a P2P architecture,
each peer is responsible for maintaining a set of
entities and disseminating their status updates to
other entities. The computation and communication
overhead is shared among peers, so the architecture

is more scalable. Communications are not through a
server, so latency is improved. From the economic
aspect, since there is no server maintenance cost, play
cost is reduced and this allows small game publishers
to enter the market without too much investment risk
in games of unknown popularity [7]. One drawback
of the P2P architecture is the challenge to prevent
cheating [5]. As entities are maintained by peers, it is
difficult to detect any game-play logic violation of a
peer [10]. This problem can be mitigated by several
recently proposed techniques as discussed in [8].
We believe the P2P architecture is the trend for
NVEs in the future and this paper focuses on optimizing communication efficiency (bandwidth consumption) in P2P NVEs. To keep a consistent view
between entities, P2P NVEs require frequent entity
status updates between peers. Due to the lack of IP
multicast support between most peers in the Internet,
status updates are generally sent to other peers using
unicast. This leads to a tremendous upload bandwidth
requirement by each peer and limits the total number
of entities in an NVE. Two common approaches to
reduce status updates between peers are dead reckoning [40], [35], [34] and Interest Management (IM) [4],
[32].
IM is the focus of this paper and it is realized
by defining an Area-Of-Interest (AOI) for each entity
that describes a region in the Virtual Environment
(VE) which an entity is interested in. An entity is
normally represented as a single point in the VE and
it only needs to receive status updates of other entities
which are inside its AOI. In this way, the number
of status updates can be significantly reduced. There
are two traditional IM mechanisms, namely an areabased mechanism [16], [47], [10] and a cell-based
mechanism [28], [36], [22], [25]. In an area-based
mechanism, each entity keeps updating its AOI with
all other entities. Upon receiving an AOI update of
another entity, the receiving entity checks whether
it falls in the AOI and this process is referred as
matching. With this exact matching results, an entity
is able to send its status updates to the other entities
which are interested in it. However, sending AOI
updates is a costly overhead as an entity’s AOI changes
dynamically with its position and an entity sends
its AOI updates to all other entities irrespective of
their relative positions to itself. This paper proposes
a hybrid mechanism that utilizes the other traditional
mechanism, i.e. a cell-based mechanism, to reduce the
AOI updates in the area-based mechanism. To compare the hybrid mechanism with the two traditional
mechanisms, a multiplayer game scenario is simulated.
The performance results show that, compared to the

traditional mechanisms, the hybrid mechanism reduces
the upload bandwidth consumption by more than 25.28
percent, reduces the overhead ratio from more than
67.54 percent to only 25.17 percent, and allows more
than 5000 players in the Internet to join the same game
with today’s network upload bandwidth.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces some preliminaries on the traditional IM mechanisms. Section 3 presents the proposed hybrid IM mechanism. Section 4 discusses the
multiplayer game scenario and its simulation results.
Section 5 summarizes the related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2.
. Preliminaries
We consider a set of inter-connected peers that host
entities moving around in a shared VE. Each peer periodically refreshes the status of its hosted entities based
on their kinetics and user actions. The period between
two successive refreshes is called a frame. Each entity
has an associated AOI that moves along with the entity
and the AOI is a region of any shape in the VE.
This paper focuses on the communication efficiency
(bandwidth consumption) of P2P NVEs. As the total
upload communication cost in an NVE equals the total
download communication cost, the average upload
communication cost per peer is equal to the average
download communication cost per peer. Since today’s
broadband connections are generally asymmetric with
the key limitation being upload capacity [7], this paper
uses upload communication cost for discussions. The
idea of this paper applies to VEs with any number of
dimensions. However, for the simplicity of description,
the sequel of this paper uses two-dimension VEs.

2.1. Area-Based IM
The area-based IM mechanism is also known as
the region-based IM in the distributed simulation
area [23], [16], [47], [15]. In this mechanism, each
entity keeps updating its AOI with other entities for
matching. We assume the AOI of an entity can always
be described and encoded in an AOI update. For
example, a rectangular AOI can be encoded with the
coordinates of its top-left and right-bottom corners
and a circular AOI can be encoded with its center
coordinates and radius.
It is not affordable for an entity to send its AOI
updates in each frame as this causes too much communication overhead as well as computation cost for
matching [33]. A simple strategy is to send AOI
updates periodically [33], [4], [27], [10]. Another

strategy is to perform AOI updates in a space-driven
manner [4], where an entity sends a new AOI update
only when its position has changed over a distance
threshold since its last AOI update. However, the
matching results maintained by these strategies may
be inaccurate since the entities are not aware of the
changes in AOI positions between successive updates.
For physically correct filtering 1 , both strategies require an AOI to be artificially expanded to always
include its true AOIs before the next AOI update [33],
[10]. This expansion causes irrelevant status updates
between entities in that an entity may receive status
updates of other entities that are outside its current
AOI. The tradeoff between the AOI update overhead
and irrelevant status updates requires the updating
period or distance threshold to be carefully chosen in
order to optimize the communication efficiency of the
area-based mechanism.

2.2. Cell-Based IM
The cell-based IM mechanism is also known as the
grid-based IM in the distributed simulation area [36],
[23], [42], [22]. This mechanism divides the VE into
disjoint cells generally in squares [36], [23], [2] or
hexagons [28], [18]. With underlying multicast network communication support, each cell is allocated a
multicast address [36], [2]. An entity maps its AOI
to the cells and joins the multicast groups of the
cells overlapping with its AOI. Each entity sends its
status updates to the multicast group of its residing
cell. In this way, the cell-based IM mechanism is
automatically realized.
However, IP multicast support is not available between most peers in the Internet. For a P2P NVE
deployed in the internet, its IM mechanism needs to
manage the cells by itself. An entity maps its AOI to
the cells and sends out updates about the set of cells
overlapping with its AOI. An entity also keeps a list for
each cell, that remembers all other entities whose AOIs
overlap with the cell. If an entity currently resides in
a cell denoted as C, it needs to send its status update
to all other entities in the list of Cell C. With the
cell-based mechanism, an entity sends updates about
its AOI only when its AOI moves across cell borders.
However, the cell-based mechanism causes irrelevant
status updates as its matching is not exact. As long as
Entity B’s AOI overlaps with Entity A’s residing cell,
A sends its status update to B even if A’s position
is not inside B’s AOI. Both the IM overhead and
the irrelevant status updates are dependant on the cell
1. Physically correct filtering should ensure that a status update
is always sent to an entity if the entity is interested in it.

size. In order to optimize the communication efficiency
of the cell-based mechanism, the cell size needs to
be carefully chosen to balance the tradeoff between
them. Ayani et. al. developed an analytical model
and derived a formula for choosing the optimal cell
size for cell-based mechanisms [3]. Their optimization
considered both computation cost for matching and
communication cost.
When an entity’s AOI moves across cell borders,
the entity sends updates about its AOI to all other
entities. This update can be encoded in two ways by
the updating entity. The first way is to map the current
AOI position to the cells and include in a new update
the set of stale overlapping cells and the set of new
overlapping cells of the AOI since the last update. The
second way is to directly include the current AOI position in the update, e.g. the coordinates of the top-left
and right-bottom corners for a rectangular AOI, and it
requires all other entities to separately derive the sets
of stale overlapping cells and new overlapping cells
after receiving the AOI update. The first way saves
the computation cost for matching, but it generally
incurs more communication overhead. Since this paper
focuses on optimizing communication cost, the second
way is used in the later discussions and experimental
evaluations of the cell-based mechanism.

3.
. Hybrid IM

As discussed in Subsection 2.1, both periodical
and space-driven area-based mechanisms send AOI
updates among all entities irrespective of their relative
positions. Suppose an entity is located far from another
entity’s AOI, it is in fact unnecessary for the second
entity to send its AOI update to the first entity. This
paper proposes a hybrid mechanism that utilizes the
cell-based mechanism to reduce the AOI updates in
the area-based mechanism. Specifically, each entity
updates its residing cell with all other entities when
it moves across cell borders. As a result, each entity
is able to maintain the residing cells of all other
entities. With this information, an entity sends its AOI
updates only to the entities near its AOI. In this way,
the number of AOI updates is expected to be greatly
reduced. Similar to original area-based mechanisms
discussed in Subsection 2.1, AOI updates can be sent
in a periodical manner or a space-driven manner. For
either manner, the AOI is artificially expanded for
physically correct filtering and we denote the expanded
AOI as ExAOI.

3.1. Identification of AOI Update Receivers
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Condition 1: The receiving entity’s residing cell
is inside either LastExAOICellSet or NewExAOICellSet of the sending entity but not both.
• Condition 2: The receiving entity’s residing cell
is a peripheral cell in either LastExAOICellSet or
NewExAOICellSet of the sending entity.
This principle applies to any AOI shape. In the scenario of Figure 1, Entity A only sends its AOI updates
to the entities residing in the shaded cells, i.e. entities
D, E and J.
•

3.2. Per Entity Algorithm
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Figure 1. AOI Update Receivers

As shown in Figure 1, when the time since Entity
A’s last AOI update has exceeded its AOI updating
period in a periodical mechanism or when the shifting
distance from A’s position at the last AOI update
has exceeded the distance threshold in a space-driven
mechanism, its ExAOI is recalculated and mapped
to the cells. We denote the ExAOI in the last AOI
update as LastExAOI and its overlapping cell set
as LastExAOICellSet. Similarly, we denote the new
ExAOI calculated as NewExAOI and its overlapping
cell set as NewExAOICellSet. Entities B, F, H and I
in Figure 1 lie in cells outside both LastExAOICellSet
and NewExAOICellSet, so their matching status with
A’s ExAOI does not change and remains lying outside
ExAOI. We name this condition as Outside Irrelevance. We call the cells that an ExAOI’s periphery
overlaps as peripheral cells. Entities C and G in
Figure 1 lie in cells inside both LastExAOICellSet
and NewExAOICellSet and their residing cells are
not peripheral cells in either LastExAOICellSet or
NewExAOICellSet, so their matching status with A’s
ExAOI does not change either and remains lying inside
ExAOI. We name this condition as Inside Irrelevance.
With the knowledge of the other entities’ residing
cells, Entity A does not need to send its AOI update
to entities B, F, H, I and C, G.
In general, an entity sends its AOI update to another
entity if and only if either of the following two
conditions is true.

The hybrid IM algorithm description in this subsection follows a per entity basis such that each entity
executes the same algorithm in parallel. This is consistent with the feature of many P2P NVE applications
as in most of today’s multiplayer online games, each
player controls only one entity, i.e. its avatar, in the
VE. In other words, each peer is responsible for one
entity. For P2P NVEs where a peer is responsible
for a set of entities, some simple modifications are
needed to make it follow a per peer basis such that
each peer executes the same algorithm in parallel and
manages the functionalities of all local entities. Due
to the space limit, the modifications are not presented
in this paper. The following notations are used for
algorithm description.
• NewResidingCell: Local entity’s current residing
cell.
• LastResidingCell: Local entity’s last residing
cell which was sent to all remote entities.
• AOIUpdatePeriod: AOI update period in frames
for a periodical mechanism.
• DistanceThreshold: Distance threshold for a
space-driven mechanism.
• NewExAOICellSet: The set of cells overlapping
with the new ExAOI of the local entity.
• LastExAOICellSet: The set of cells overlapping
with the ExAOI of the local entity at the time of
its last AOI update.
• ResidingRemoteEntityList[NumberOfCells]:
An array of lists with each list remembering
remote entities residing in a particular cell.
• RemoteExAOI[NumberOfEntities]:
Remote
entities’ expanded AOI information based on
their respective AOI updates.
• PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList: A list
remembering the expanded AOIs of remote entities which partially overlap with local entity’s
current residing cell (i.e., local entity’s current
residing cell is a peripheral cell of the expanded
AOIs in the list).

MatchingRemoteEntityList: A list of remote
entities whose ExAOIs enclose the local entity.
The algorithm for each entity to execute at each
frame is shown in Algorithm 1. It shows only the
space-driven mechanism. For the periodical mechanism, the procedure is similar with Step 10 changed
to detect whether the time duration from the time
the last AOI update of the local entity is sent out
exceeds AOIUpdatePeriod. In addition to the main
algorithm thread, each peer keeps another thread,
namely Thread-Receiving. It is responsible for receiving messages (including both status update messages
and IM control messages) from remote entities and its
pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2.
•

Algorithm 1 Per Entity Per Frame Algorithm
1: make movement for the local entity;
2: update the AOI of the local entity;
3: calculate NewResidingCell;
4: if N ewResidingCell = LastResidingCell
then
5:
send NewResidingCell to all remote entities;
6:
LastResidingCell=NewResidingCell;
7: else
8:
check the current position of the local entity
against the expanded AOIs of remote entities
in PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList and
update MatchingRemoteEntityList accordingly;
9: end if
10: if position shifting from the last AOI update exceeds DistanceThreshold in either dimension then
11:
update the expanded AOI of the local entity;
12:
calculate NewExAOICellSet;
13:
for each remote entity E satisfying either Condition 1 or Condition 2 do
14:
send an AOI update to E;
15:
end for
16:
LastExAOICellSet=NewExAOICellSet;
17: end if
18: for each entity E in MatchingRemoteEntityList
do
19:
send a status update to E;
20: end for
If a movement of the local entity in a frame
changes its residing cell (Step 4 in Algo. 1), all remote
entities need to be notified of this (Step 5 in Algo.
1). Assuming the LastResidingCell is remembered by
all remote entities when they receive the previous
notification from the local entity, the only information that needs to be contained in the notification
is NewResidingCell. After receiving the notification
(Step 1 in Algo. 2), the receiving entity updates the

Algorithm 2 Thread-Receiving
1: if type = N ewResidingCellN otif ication then
2:
append the sending entity’s identifier to
ResidingRemoteEntityList[the sending entity’s
NewResidingCell];
3:
remove the sending entity’s identifier from
ResidingRemoteEntityList[the sending entity’s
LastResidingCell];
4:
reply to the sending entity with local entity’s
last sent AOI update;
5: end if
6: if type = AOIU pdate then
7:
update RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] with
the new expanded AOI information;
8:
if local entity’s residing cell is a peripheral
cell of RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] and
RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] is not in PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList then
9:
add RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] to PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList;
10:
end if
11:
if local entity’s residing cell is not a peripheral
cell of RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] and
RemoteExAOI[the sending entity] is in PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList then
12:
delete RemoteExAOI[the sending entity]
from
PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList;
13:
end if
14:
if the local entity resides in the received ExAOI
and the sending entity is not in MatchingRemoteEntityList then
15:
append the sending entity to MatchingRemoteEntityList;
16:
end if
17:
if the local entity does not reside in the received
ExAOI then
18:
delete the sending entity from MatchingRemoteEntityList if necessary;
19:
end if
20: end if
21: if type = StatusU pdate then
22:
process the status update;
23: end if

corresponding ResidingRemoteEntityList (Steps 2 and
3 in Algo. 2) and replies to the sending entity with its
last sent AOI update (Step 4 in Algo. 2). The sending
entity uses the reply to update its RemoteExAOI,
PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList and matching
status stored in MatchingRemoteEntityList (Steps 6-20
in Algo. 2). So, the communication cost (upload cost)
of an entity due to the changes of all entities’ residing
cells (denoted as CostChangingResidingCell ) consists
of two parts, i.e., the cost for notifying remote entities
of the changes of local entity’s residing cell and the
cost for replying to the changes of remote entities’
residing cells.
When local entity’s residing cell does not change
(Step 7 in Algo. 1), its movement may cause the
change of its matching status with a remote entity
only if its residing cell is a peripheral cell of the
remote entity’s expanded AOI (Step 8 in Algo. 1).
So, MatchingRemoteEntityList needs to be updated
accordingly (Step 8 in Algo. 1). When an entity is
going to send a new AOI update out (Step 10 in Algo.
1), the new AOI update is only sent to those entities
which satisfy either Condition 1 or Condition 2 as
discussed in Subsection 3.1 (Steps 13 and 14 in Algo.
1). We denote the communication cost (upload cost) of
an entity for sending AOI updates as CostAOIU pdate .
An entity updates its RemoteExAOI, PartiallyOverlappingRemoteExAOIList and matching status stored
in MatchingRemoteEntityList upon receiving an AOI
update from another entity (Steps 6-20 in Algo. 2).
Next, the local entity sends its status update to those
entities in its MatchingRemoteEntityList (Steps 18 and
19 in Algo. 1). We denote the communication cost
(upload cost) of an entity for sending status updates
as CostStatusU pdate .

4.
. Experimental Evaluation

In this model, a player chooses a random direction
to travel in and a random duration for the travel. A
uniform PDF between 0 radian and 2 ∗ Π radian is
used to generate the random walking direction and
a uniform PDF between 0 frames and 100 frames is
used to generate the random walking duration. Upon
arrival, the player chooses a new walking direction and
duration, and repeats the process.
In addition to the proposed hybrid mechanism, we
also implemented the area-based mechanism and the
cell-based mechanism for performance comparison.
For the area-based mechanism, we implemented both
a periodical strategy and a space-driven strategy.
All players were initially placed at random in the
VE. Each experiment run started with the algorithm
variables preset according to avatars’ positions and
AOIs, and simulated the game execution for a period
of 10000 frames. The communication cost (upload
bandwidth consumption) of each mechanism is measured and compared in bytes. We assume the network
packet header size is 28 bytes. Each data value transmitted, such as a coordinate or a cell number, accounts
for 2 bytes. Note that we can encode a float data
value with 2 bytes using the form A ∗ 10B and use
12 bits for the unsigned value A and 4 bits for the
signed value B. This generates a range sufficiently
large for representing any position in the experimental
VE. For VEs with larger space, more bytes can be
used to transmit a float data value. The payload size
of a status update is different for different games
and it is expected to increase as games become more
complex and include additional features, such as voice
communication, in the future. For Counter Strike, the
mean server packet size is 127 bytes [17]. For our
experiments, we use 100 bytes for the payload size of
a status update. In other words, a status update packet
including its header has 128 bytes.

4.1. Experimental Setup

4.2. Results with 1000 Players

To evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid
IM mechanism, a P2P multiplayer game scenario is
simulated with a two-dimensional VE of 1000 distance
units by 1000 distance units. Each player controls only
one entity, i.e. its avatar, and the avatar is associated
with a square AOI of which the range per dimension
is randomly generated with a uniform Probability
Density Function (PDF) between 50 distance units
and 150 distance units. The AOI, centered at the
position of the player’s avatar, moves along with the
entity. The moving speed of each avatar was set at 0.2
distance unit per frame. The random direction mobility
model [19] was used to simulate avatar movement.

First, we analyze the performance of different
mechanisms by fixing the total number of players at
1000.
The performance of the periodical area-based
mechanism depends on the AOI update period
chosen. We have varied the period (in frames) and
the average upload communication cost per player
per frame for different periods is shown in Figure 2.
With an increasing period, the cost of AOI updates
is reduced while the cost of irrelevant status updates
increases due to the larger AOI expansion. The cost of
relevant status updates stays the same. At a period of
60 frames, the communication cost is optimized. We
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Figure 3. Per Player Per Frame Upload Communication Cost of the Space-Driven Areabased Mechanism

define overhead ratio (including both the IM overhead
and irrelevant status updates) as (T otalCost −
ReleventStatusU pdate)/RelevantStatusU pdate.
The overhead ratio of the periodical area-based
mechanism at its optimization point is 90.7 percent.
The performance of the space-driven area-based
mechanism depends on the distance threshold chosen. We have varied the distance threshold and the
performance results for different distance thresholds
are shown in Figure 3. With an increasing distance
threshold, the cost of AOI updates is reduced while
the cost of irrelevant status updates increases due to
the larger AOI expansion. The cost of relevant status
updates stays the same. At a distance threshold of 10
distance units, the communication cost is optimized
with overhead ratio equal to 67.54 percent.
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For the area-based mechanism, the optimized performance of the space-driven strategy is better than
that of the periodical strategy in the experimental
scenario. For later experiments, only the space-driven
strategy is discussed for the area-based mechanism.
The proposed hybrid mechanism can also use either
the periodical or the space-driven strategy for its AOI

4.3. Scalability Test Results with respect to Number of Players
The second experiment tests the scalability of all
mechanisms with respect to the number of players. As
the player number does not change the optimization
2. We have varied both parameters over wide ranges. Due to the
space limit, Figure 5 only shows the portion of ranges near the
optimization point.
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updates. Similarly, only the space-driven strategy is
used for analyzing the hybrid mechanism.
The performance of the cell-based mechanism depends on the cell size chosen. We have varied the
size (in distance units per dimension) of square cells
and the performance results for different cell sizes are
shown in Figure 4. With an increasing cell size, the
cost of AOI updates decreases as the probability for
an AOI to move across cell borders becomes lower.
However, an increasing cell size increases the cost of
irrelevant status updates as the matching becomes less
accurate. The cost of relevant status updates stays the
same and equals that of the area-based mechanism. At
a cell size of 25, the communication cost is optimized
and it is worse than the optimized performance of the
two area-based mechanisms. The overhead ratio at its
optimization point reaches 98.93 percent.
The performance of the hybrid mechanism depends
on both the cell size and distance threshold chosen.
We have varied both parameters and the performance
results are shown in Figure 5 2 . The cost notations
follow those introduced in Subsection 3.2. With an
increasing cell size, CostChangingResidingCell is reduced while CostAOIU pdate is increased due to the
less accurate filtering of AOI updates. Both the costs
of irrelevant and relevant status updates are not affected by the cell size. With an increasing distance
threshold, CostChangingResidingCell stays the same
while CostAOIU pdate is reduced. With a larger distance threshold, the AOI is expanded more and this
results in higher cost of irrelevant status updates. The
cost of relevant status updates is not affected by the
distance threshold and is the same as that of areabased and cell-based mechanisms. The communication
cost of the hybrid mechanism is optimized with a cell
size of 110 distance units and a distance threshold
of 2 distance units. Compared with the optimization
points of the two traditional mechanisms, the hybrid
mechanism reduces upload communication cost by
more than 25.28 percent. The overhead ratio of the
hybrid mechanism is only 25.17 percent. This is much
lower than the overhead ratios of the two traditional
mechanisms.
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Figure 7. Scalability of the Cell-based Mechanism

point of each mechanism, we used the optimization
point for each algorithm determined in Subsection
4.2. The performance of the area-based mechanism
(space-driven), the cell-based mechanism and the hybrid mechanism (space-driven) is shown in Figures
6, 7 and 8 respectively. For each mechanism, all
cost components increase linearly with an increasing
number of players.
Typical frame rates are 1-5 frames per second for MMOGs and 10-20 frames/second for FPS
games [21]. Consider the experimental scenario as a
FPS game with its frame rate equal to 10 frames
per second. With today’s broadband connection, a
player normally has an upload capacity not exceeding
1Mb/s [41], [7]. Consider the case that each player has
an upload capacity of 800Kb/s, the upload bandwidth
consumption of a player per frame should be smaller
than or equal to 10000 bytes/frame. With this limit,

may need to be carried out. In the future, we are going
to carry out a theoretical analysis for each mechanism
to derive their respective optimization points based
on these parameters. Then, we can carry out further
experiments to compare the optimized performance of
different mechanisms in different scenarios.
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Figure 8. Scalability of the Hybrid Mechanism

the space-driven area-based mechanism can support
slightly more than 4000 players in the same game as
shown in Figure 6 and the cell-based mechanism can
support less than 4000 players as shown in Figure 7.
In contrast, the proposed hybrid mechanism is able to
support more than 5000 players as shown in Figure 8.

4.4. Discussion
So far, this paper has not considered latencies
between players. For physically correct filtering, AOI
should be further expanded to account for latencies [33]. Since AOI updates are sent directly between
peers in this paper, the latency between two peers is
normally half of the Round Trip Time (RTT) between
them. According to the statistics in [7], the mean internode latency between players in the western U.S. with
longitude between 110 and 125 degrees west is 40.5ms
and almost all the latencies are within 200 ms. King
is a tool that accurately estimates latency between
arbitrary Internet end hosts [20]. By investigating the
King dataset [31], almost all the RTTs are smaller
than 500 ms and thus player-to-player latencies are
normally smaller than 250 ms. With the frame rate of
10 frames per second, latencies are generally shorter
than 2.5 frames. An AOI expansion due to the latency
should be much smaller than the AOI expansion due
to the AOI update period (periodical) or the distance
threshold (space-driven) in both the area-based and
hybrid mechanisms at their respective optimization
points as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 5. So, latencies
should not affect the above experimental results much.
As varying the other experimental parameters, such
as AOI size, players’ moving speed and the payload
size of a status update, may change the optimization
point of a mechanism, the corresponding experiments

To reduce the communication overhead of the
area-based IM mechanism, Tang and Cai proposed
a PIR-based mechanism where PIR is a Potential
Interest Region calculated for an AOI satisfying the
two constraints: the PIR completely encloses the AOI
(coverage constraint); all other unsubscribed entities
are located outside the PIR (avoidance constraint) [44].
PIR updates are sent only when either the coverage
constraint or the avoidance constraint is violated. Compared with the periodical and space-driven area-based
mechanisms, the PIR-based mechanism maintains high
matching accuracy with substantially lower communication overhead. However, they did not consider AOI
expansions for the periodical and space-driven areabased mechanisms, which is necessary to ensure their
matching accuracy.
Some existing work used the cell-based mechanism
to improve the matching (computation) performance
of the area-based mechanism. Tan et. al. proposed a
hybrid approach which uses the cell-based approach
to reduce the candidates for matching in the areabased approach [43]. It recognized the outside irrelevance condition, but it did not recognize the inside irrelevance condition. It assumes a centralized
IM coordinator, which may create system bottleneck.
Boukerche et. al. proposed a grid-filtered region-based
mechanism [13], that also uses the cell-based mechanism to reduce the matching cost of the area-based
mechanism. Different from the hybrid mechanism in
[43], it assumes an AOI overlaps with every entity in a
cell if the overlapping portion of the AOI with the cell
exceeds a threshold. It implicitly explores the inside
irrelevance filtering condition and further improves the
matching performance. However, since its matching
is less accurate, more irrelevant status updates are
sent. It is based on the particular architecture of the
dynamic grid-based mechanism [14] in which each
node manages a set of cells and does the matching for
these cells. This causes multi-hop matching and routing latencies which affects the consistency between
different peers. All these works focus on improving
the matching (computation) performance only and
do not optimize the communication overhead of IM.
In contrast, our proposed hybrid mechanism aims at

optimizing communication efficiency (including IM
overhead, relevant and irrelevant status updates) in a
P2P architecture. In the mean time, it naturally inherits
the benefits of optimizing matching performance in the
previous works.
Some existing work used the area-based mechanism to improve the performance of the cell-based
mechanism. Boukerche and Lu proposed an optimized dynamic grid-based mechanism [12], that uses
the area-based mechanism to do matching for each
cell to reduce the total number of multicast groups
used by the cell-based mechanism. It recognized the
outside irrelevance condition but did not recognize
the inside irrelevance condition. It is also based on
the particular architecture of the dynamic grid-based
mechanism [14] and thus has the drawback of multihop matching and routing latencies, which affects the
consistency between peers. It also assumes that the
underlying network has multicast support, which is not
available between most peers in the Internet.
The most relevant work to our proposed hybrid
mechanism is the work in [2]. It is a multi-tiered IM
mechanism in which the first tier uses the cell-based
mechanism to roughly filter low fidelity data and then
the second tier uses the filtered low fidelity data to do
exact matching for high fidelity data with the areabased mechanism. However, it only recognized the
outside irrelevance condition and did not recognize
the inside irrelevance condition. It also assumes that
the underlying network has multicast support, which
is not available between most peers in the Internet.
Our proposed mechanism should be generally more
efficient and flexible for P2P NVEs in the Internet.
Also related to our work is the effort to build
structured P2P overlays, such as Distributed Hash Tables (DHT), for networked games [9], [25]. However,
they are based on either the traditional area-based
IM mechanism [9] or the traditional cell-based IM
mechanism [25]. Also, their multi-hop IM query latencies and status update delivery latencies may affect
the game consistency. For example, for a game with
5000 players, both the Mercury [9] and SimMud [25]
requires more than 6 routing hops. With two players
on the Internet, the one hop latency between them
may go up to 200ms [31]. So, the routing latencies
of Mercury and SimMud may go up to 1.2 seconds.
This severely violates the 150ms latency requirement
for FPS games as discussed in Section 1. So, these
works are not feasible to support FPS games in the
Internet.

6.
. Conclusions and Future Work
Traditional IM mechanisms include periodical and
space-driven area-based mechanisms and cell-based
mechanisms. This paper proposes a hybrid mechanism
that utilizes the cell-based mechanism to reduce AOI
updates in the area-based mechanism so as to reduce
the communication overhead. A multiplayer P2P game
scenario is simulated and the performance results
show that, compared to the traditional mechanisms,
the hybrid mechanism reduces the upload bandwidth
consumption by more than 25.28 percent, reduces the
overhead ratio from more than 67.54 percent to only
25.17 percent, and allows more than 5000 players
in the Internet to join the same game with today’s
network upload bandwidth. Although the paper focuses on the discussions of optimizing communication
efficiency, the proposed hybrid mechanism naturally
inherits the benefits of some previous work in the
literature and should also have prominent improvement
in matching (computation) performance.
As future work, we are going to carry out a theoretical analysis for each of the traditional and hybrid
mechanisms. Through the theoretical analysis, we aim
to derive the optimization point of each mechanism.
With the analytical results, we are going to carry out
more experiments to compare the performance of all
the mechanisms in different scenarios by varying the
experimental parameters such as AOI size, players’
moving speed and the payload size of a status update.
To analyze how latency affects the performance of all
mechanisms, we also plan to create a network topology
based on the King dataset [31] for the experiments.
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